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Having the sufficient IT resources to meet planned and unplanned enterprise
requirements is like walking on a tightrope – lean a little too much to the left and you fail
because you have under provisioned; lean a little too far to the right and you fail because you
have overprovisioned. What you need is a way increase the probability that you can
traverse the wire without falling, without the cost of extensive overprovisioning.
Good IT managers understand the expected demands of an application throughout a business
cycle. They know when the spikes for resources are likely to occur, be it end-of-month
processing or seasonal promotions. What they may not know, for some spikes in demand, is
how big they will be. For example, if a seasonal promotion is driven by advertising, how
successful will it be in stimulating inquiries and orders? Then there are the unexpected demands,
driven by external forces beyond the enterprise’s control. For example, what if there is a tornado
tearing through the Midwest and the enterprise has to process 100 times the normal weekly
insurance claims?
What these have in common is the need for sufficient reserve power to meet the spikes in
demand. It’s easy to solve this problem on an unlimited budget, a luxury that few have during
these economically stagnating times. The challenge is to be reasonably prepared at a
reasonable cost.
If you were a general contractor and you needed a few extra trucks (or generators, aerial
buckets, etc.) for an especially large project, would you go out and buy them? You might think
about it, in terms of future needs to determine whether you would be getting a good ROI, but
most likely you would just rent what you needed for the short term, and let someone else worry
about recovering the investment on the asset.
This is all about renting to meet your occasional incremental requirements. To do this
successfully, you need to know:
• Your baseline workload(s)
• Your expected (cyclical) spikes
• Your greatest fear, in terms of workload demand
• Your ability to shed less critical workload, when workload spikes
• The risk that your enterprise faces, if it cannot meet demand
With this information in hand, then you need to ask the killer question: How can I add to my
capacity on demand - with the assurance that the spare capacity will be available - without
paying through the nose?
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As mentioned earlier, you could choose to
buy enough infrastructure to meet any possible
need, and let it sit idle waiting for the need to
arise. This is what many brokerage firms have
done, because the risk is too high if they are
unable to handle the next really-big trading
day. You could overprovision a little, and
plan to handle the spike by cutting back other
work, but that is getting harder to do in a 7x24
global economy. Or you could take advantage
of vendor’s options to upgrade capacity on
demand, which would allow you to turn on
extra processors that were sitting as spares in
your SMP server(s). Capacity upgrade on
demand (CUoD) is attractive, because you can
turn it on quickly1, but in almost all cases once
it is turned on, it stays on, with likely impact
on software charges from that point forward.
Think back to the general contractor
example. If the foreman knew that the local
rental store would always have what he
wanted when he wanted it, that the time to get
it to the site was acceptable, and that the price
was reasonable, then he would spot rent the
needed items. Assuming that the price could
be determined, in advance, to be reasonable,
and that time to delivery was not an issue, then
the big question is availability. If it isn’t
available when you need it – and you don’t
really know when you are going to need it –
renting isn’t going to reduce the risk, which is
the primary requirement for meeting the spike
in demand.
So what you want is the ability to turn
on the extra resources when you decide that
they are needed, and to turn them off when
the spike is over; all for a reasonable fee.
This is called On-Off Capacity on Demand.
It is another option to consider in provisioning
and managing an enterprise’s IT infrastructure. While there is technology involved
to quickly add capacity without shutting down
the larger system, On-Off Capacity on
Demand is more about financing and risk
abatement.
• You need to assess how long your
spikes will run (hours/days/weeks),
before returning below your baseline
capacity. If the source of the spike
is normal, on-going application or
business growth, then it will be more
1

For servers, exactly how quickly varies by operating
system, server and vendor’s CUoD offering.
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economical to buy the additional
capacity than to rent it.
• You need to estimate the range
and probabilities of the size of
your spike, to determine the
quantity of resources that you might
want to rent.
• You need to determine if your
vendor offers On-Off Capacity on
Demand for the resources that you
think you might need to meet your
spikes, and
• You need to carefully review the
terms and conditions that will
apply.
The thing that you want to avoid is using the
rental option for too long, i.e., to have paid for
it in rental charges without the benefit of
owning it.
On-Off Capacity on Demand is a further
example in the trend toward partnering with
your suppliers, to the benefit of both.
•

Is it available broadly? Not yet.
This is a new concept.

• Does it apply to all IT resources?
No, unless you outsource the entire
data center. Look for it in SMP
servers where CUoD already exists
(and you are likely able to turn off a
resource – think processor or
memory – when the spike is over
(this may not be applicable to
storage, since capacity almost never
goes down).
• Is it worth considering? Yes, as a
financially-leveraged risk abatement
vehicle.
•

Is it easy to
assess? You may
need some help.
With budgets tightening
and demand growing,
On-Off Capacity on
Demand may give you
some breathing room.
Put this one near the
top of your to-do list.
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